


HotPass has been already deployed in an important Italian 

Bank as a complete solution that integrate Microsoft 

Exchange to allow an internal employee or secretary to plan 

a meeting with internal and external people and manage the 

guests invitation using an Invitation Card implemented as a 

Pass or Wallet Items installable on any modern 

smartphone.

The Invitation Card is used to communicate to the Guest any 

update about the meeting using Push Notification without 

requiring the installation of any specific mobile App.  The 

Invitation Card is also used to grant the permission for the 

Guest to access the facility using Barcode or QR code.

HotPass is also integrated with Home 

Automation systems present in the meeting 

rooms smart driving all the required resources 

(i.e. projector, curtains, lights, etc.) to match the 

meeting requirements and company building 

policies.

HotPass also provide an enhanced customer 

experience with Timely reminders (Meeting 

reminder) and Location / Proximity triggers to 

show the Pass near the building and also to 

show In-door Navigation maps to guide the 

guests to the meeting room.

MEETING PASS

Director Board

Meeting Time         02:30pm

Meeting Room 318 3° floor



HotPass implement a very powerful Access frontend system 

that could integrate very easily with traditional Ticketing and 

Payment services and offer to customer with smartphone an 

innovative solution.

HotPass Access Passes are totally compatible with non-

electronic Ticketing, Payment and Member Card 

(subscriptions) but could offer a value added service to 

customers without requiring complex infrastructure changes.

Pass registration process happen just scanning a QR code 

at the access gate or the payment stations, while validation 

process (Redeem) happen just scanning a traditional 

Barcode or QR Code or NFC at the Access gate as 

supported by already installed mechanism.

HotPass implement a sophisticated secure

barcode implementation in order to reduce 

frauds. 

HotPass also provide an enhanced customer 

experience with Timely reminders (Parking 

Expiration) and Location / Proximity triggers to 

show the Pass near the gate and the payment 

stations. Also it allows customer to buy more 

time when near the expiration and need to stay 

more.

HotPass also feature “find my car” function for 

big multi-level parking leveraging BLE to create 

In-door Navigation maps.

PARK PASS

Modern Parking

Time to expire 01:25 min

Parking lot A125



HotPass is the perfect solution for queue management and 

removal.

HotPass Queue Passes are totally compatible with non-

electronic Booking services, but could offer a value added 

service to customers without requiring complex infrastructure 

changes.

Pass registration process happen just scanning a QR code

at the queue registration stations, or using BLE or NFC for 

already registered users.

HotPass also provide an enhanced customer 

experience with Timely reminders (given past 

statistics you are about to your turn) and 

Location / Proximity triggers to show the Pass 

near queue number verification.

Also “find my way” feature in big multi-level 

services building or facilities leveraging BLE to 

create In-door Navigation maps.

QUEUE PASS

Medical Studio

Expected time to call 00:21 min



HotPass bring to the Food Industry a comprehensive 

Loyalty Marketing Platform that allows restaurants to 

manage multiple programs:

• Target and acquire the right customers (the ones with 

potential to become loyal/best customers)

• Make good customers better (provide incentives to 

increase frequency of visits)

• Reward and retain best, most profitable customers

• Reconnect lapsed customers with the establishment

• Revitalize the establishment’s relationship with its core 

customers

• Minimizes empty seats

• Minimizes unsold inventory (perishable)

We already bring to the market a 

first step towards this goal with a 

free iPhone discovery App.  

Lov-Eat is the Online Interactive 

Book of places you Love to Eat.  

It search worldwide for restaurants from several 

providers like Foursquare, Facebook, 

Tripadvisor, Google Place, Yelp and aggregate 

provider specific information in a single page for 

any place.  Love your preferred places and 

share it with your friends on Facebook. 

Automatically create a Passbook Pass for your 

loved places.



Digital Wallets was born initially focusing on ePayment and 

classic eCommerce scenarios like coupons and ticketing but 

Passes and Wallet Items, as defined by Apple, Google and 

Microsoft implementations, could describe any generic 

service, even not related to a particular eCommerce

scenario.

We already developed for INAIL, the Italian Workers 

Compensation Authority, a solution that starting from a deep 

integration with Microsoft Exchange could allow an internal 

employee to plan a meeting with internal and external people 

and manage the guests invitation using an Invitation Card 

implemented as a Pass or Wallet Items installable on any 

modern smartphone.

The Invitation Card is also used to easily and 

fast communicate to the Guest any update 

about the meeting using Push Notification

without requiring the installation of any specific 

mobile App.  The Invitation Card is also used to 

grant the permission at the gates using QR 

code or NFC for the Guest to access the facility 

and drive him directly to the meeting room using

In-door Navigation maps.

More info on INAIL solution:
http://www.inail.it/internet/salastampa/SalastampaContent/P

eriGiornalisti/news/p/dettaglioNews/index.html?wlpnewPage

_contentDataFile=UCM_134937&_windowLabel=newPage

http://www.inail.it/internet/salastampa/SalastampaContent/PeriGiornalisti/news/p/dettaglioNews/index.html?wlpnewPage_contentDataFile=UCM_134937&_windowLabel=newPage


• Simplify the booking, checkin, checkout process 

reducing cost and offering innovative solution to their 

guests

• Implement a sophisticated internal ePayment solutions 

that their guests could use for any offered service

• Make good customers better (provide incentives to 

increase frequency of visits)

• Reward and retain best, most profitable customers

• Reconnect lapsed customers with the establishment

• Revitalize the establishment’s relationship with its 

core customers

• Minimizes empty rooms

• Implement a sophisticated access control solution

to let customer access rooms and any facilities 

directly using their smartphone

• Interface with domotica and home automation

solutions and let customers personalize their 

experience directly from their phone 

HotPass bring to the accommodation industry a very powerful and innovative solution that allows Hotels to take 

several advantages:



Any store manager nowadays has the dream to 

directly advertise deals on their customer 

smartphone.  Most had already experienced the 

“App” momentum but it’s very difficult nowadays to 

expect that customer spend time to install, search 

and use such a specific store App.

Passbook and other Digital Wallet solutions has 

been designed specifically for this goal where a Pass 

could be used to implement any sort of digital 

marketing solution like coupons and member cards.

To simplify adoption and installation a Pass could be 

associated with a QR-Code used for example on a 

window sticker.  Customer just have to scan the 

code to install the Pass and join the campaign.

HotPass bring to any kind of store a huge Loyalty 

and Customer management platform that is 

incredible easy and enjoyable for their customers to 

use.

HotPass support any kind of smartphone available 

on the market offering unique patent pending 

features.  It deeply integrate Pass with Wifi and 

iBeacon technologies simplifying the customer 

experience on installing and using Passes.



HotPass offer to Mall, Shopping Center and 

generally to large-scale retail trade a specific digital 

offline shopping solution to share with their Partners 

and Customers across all the facilities in the building.

As seen HotPass offer specific in-store Loyalty and 

Customer Management solution but Mall Entrance, 

Walkways and Parking are excellent places where 

advertise for Coupons and Deals.  Mall Owner could 

share these slots with Stores in the Mall.

Just image a Mall that let their Store Partners use 

their infrastructure services such as an iBeacon and 

WiFi Network.

HotPass bring to Mall a unique Mall Card Pass, and 

optionally Mall App, that could be easily installed by 

the Customers and that could advertise for all Stores 

in the Mall.

Using HotPass patent pending technologies the 

Customer could:

• Easily discover the Mall Pass using Mall Public WiFi

• Use the Mall Pass to discover Store Card and 

Coupons Passes

• Use a sophisticated Pass Redeem Orchestration via 

BLE/NFC to simplify Pass redeem in such a 

complex but interesting scenario



Start today with HotPass your intelligent market 

Shopping.

Easily use your phone to scan barcode of your 

products and push it in a virtual Basket.

Get your number to the queue and continue 

shopping while virtual queue manager is in line for 

you and you are warned when it’s almost your turn to 

be served.

Check your expense during your shop, and ask to 

your phone to guide you to the product that you are 

looking for (Indoor navigation).

Quickly pay to automatic cash.

Choose your products comfortably at your home go to 

market and use "smart path" function and let us 

guide throw market lanes finding the fastest and best 

route to pic your products...don't' forget your milk 

again..

HotPass, let you analyze your expense by week 

month and year and help you to find which product 

you are spending more or how many kilograms of 

cornflakes you have consumed.

But better he know your habits and it can suggest you 

to check if you have forget your favorite products

Market PASS

Waiting list

Meat queue number 24

Estimated waiting 2 min

Bread queue number 9

Estimated waiting 4 min



HotPass can be used also for life monitoring.

Using Beacon Technologies HotPass can help you to 

follow an elderly or sick person without privacy 

invasion, in fact you can always know the position of 

the person but without invasive cameras.

In conjunction with some wearable devices or with 

Microsoft Kinect it is also passible to monitor body 

temperature, heartbeat, blood pressure, etc.

But HotPass is more, using professional monitoring 

systems of our partner you can check the health 

state of a person with incredible precision and 

transfer data directly to a medical center for real 

time analysis  



HotPass implement a very powerful eTicketing

frontend system that could integrate very easily with 

traditional eTicketing services and offer to customer 

with smartphone an innovative solution.

HotPass eTicket Passes are totally compatible with 

non-electronic Ticketing, Coupons and Member 

Card but could offer a value added service to 

customers without requiring complex infrastructure 

changes.

Pass validation (Redeem) happen just scanning a 

traditional Barcode or QR code. A Pass could be a 

Ticket but also a Coupon or a Member Card.

HotPass implement a sophisticated secure barcode 

implementation in order to reduce frauds. 

HotPass also provide an enhanced customer 

experience with Timely reminders (Boarding Time) 

and Location / Proximity triggers.  

iBeacon Proximity notification could help Customer to 

better use Services and eventually buy more services 

and products directly within the Pass.



HotPass implement very strong security methods.  

We adopt a one-time-token solution for the pass 

redeem process in order to reduce frode and maintain 

customer privacy.

Depending on platform and device capability we 

support redeeming over Secure QR-Code, NFC and 

BLE (Bluetooh Low Energy).

We could easily implement secure pre-payed card for 

any merchant and we’re currently evaluating direct 

support for traditional ePayment solutions.

HotPass and related patents pending are exclusive property of DOMOQ. 

All rights are reserved.

Secure QRCode

NFC

BLE


